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THE DANISH ENERGY REFORM

Abstract

Since 1998 Denmark has been in a process of re-regulating its energy market introducing
competition and incentive based economic regulation. The "Danish model" reflects
specific Danish political priorities on energy, environment and the role of the energy
consumers. The paper focuses on the electricity sector, tracing the reasons why Denmark
re-regulates the way it does and what are the results.

Denmark is a small country of 43 000 squarekilometers and 5.3 million inhabitants.
Denmark is a net-exporter of oil and gas produced in the North Sea. The hydro-resources
are negligible. Renewable energy, however, covers 11 percent of gross energy
consumption.

REFORMA DANSKOG ENERGETSKOG SEKTORA

Sažetak

U Danskoj se od 1998. godine provodi proces preobrazbe energetskog tržišta uvođenjem
konkurencije i gospodarske regulacije zasnovane na poticajima. "Danski model" odražava
specifične danske političke prioritete u svezi s energijom, okolišem i ulogom potrošača
energije. U ovom radu se obrađuje sektor električne energije, navode se razlozi zbog
kojih Danska provodi regulaciju na taj način i s kojim ishodima.

Danska je mala zemlja s površinom od 43.000 četvornih kilometara i 5,3 milijuna
stanovnika. Danska je neto izvoznik nafte i plina proizvedenih u Sjevernom moru. Resursi
hidro energije su zanemarivi, dok obnovljiva energija pokriva 11 posto bruto potrošnje.

INTRODUCTION

Nearly half of total final energy consumption is covered by electricity (19 percent), district
heating (15 percent) and natural gas (11 percent).

A major part of electricity and district heat is produced at combined heat and power
(CHP) plants - major ones at the bigger cities and a great number of local CHP plants.
The production is based on hard-coal (45 percent), natural gas (30 percent) oil/orimulsion
(15 percent) and renewables (10 percent) with the share of natural gas and renewables
increasing sharply.
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NEW LEGISLATION IN ELECTRICITY, GAS AND DISTRICT HEATING

Starting 1 January 1998 the Danish energy market is in process of re-regulation
introducing elements of competition and - in case of the networks - a new incentive
based regulation.

During 1998 and 1999 a transitional legislation for the electricity sector gave opportunities
to collect experiences of the new situation. Most of the requirements of the EU Internal
Electricity Market Directive was implemented.

A totally new comprehensive Electricity Act was approved by the Danish Parliament in
May 1999. With a number of amendments approved in December 1999 most of the Act
came into force 1 January 2000. Since then three more amendments have been
approved. Many detailed rules have been presented in various secondary legislation.

A comparable act on natural gas came into force 1 July 2000, implementing the EU
Internal Gas Market Directive. Certain amendments were approved June this year.
However, the degree of market opening, does not follow the time schedule of the
electricity market.

Although the Heat Supply Act was amended basically starting 1 July 2000 genuine
competition is not introduced in this sector. The new rules introduce an economic
regulation comparable to the regulation of the network activities of electricity and gas.

In the following the main focus will be on the electricity sector.

THE ELECTRICITY ACT AND THE "REFORM PROCESS"

The "new" Electricity Act is the result of a "reform-process" initiated in 1996 with the
publication of the comprehensive energy-plan "Energy21". The goal is to create a Danish
market- and regulatory model uniting competition, environmental concerns, consumer
protection and consumer influence on the electricity sector. In order to understand this
background one has to be acquainted with the historically based structure and ownership
of the Danish electricity sector and with Danish energy policy governed by environmental
concerns.

Very briefly the following main elements should be mentioned:

• There is no state ownership in the electricity sector. The at present around 85
distributing utilities are owned partly by the municipalities, partly by the local
consumers (co-operatives),

• The distributing utilities own the 2 major generating companies and the transmission
utilities,

• Since 1976 Danish energy policy has been fixed in a number of comprehensive
energy plans. Initially the focus was on security of supply, later to an increasing
degree on environment and renewable energy,

• Electricity consumption over this period has been subject to an increasing taxation -
first of all for fiscal reasons.
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Consequently, the Danish re-regulation is subject to a number of important constraints:

• Ambitious environmental goals,
• Consumer protection and the wish to preserve the consumer-influence on the

decisions of the electricity sector,
• The concept of "consumer generated values". This covers a political opinion that the

consumers during monopoly times have paid for the investments in the electricity
sector giving them certain rights to decide about the use of these assets,

• State budget.

One could ask why Denmark then introduced a new regulatory regime opening for much
more and much faster competition and incentive regulation than required by the EU
electricity market directive. In addition, Denmark for many years has had some of the
lowest electricity prices (before taxes) in the EU and has had an international reputation
for high economic efficiency both in generation and in distribution.

The answer is: "The international electricity market". Norway, Sweden and Finland
introduced competition at an early stage. And in order to maintain our historical
advantages in exchanging electricity with these countries we had to comply with the
"rules of the game".

The "reform-process" was partially analytical - carried through by the Danish Energy
Agency - partially political, ending up in a political agreement of 3 March 1999. The
agreement was signed by a vast majority in the Danish Parliament, leaving, however,
certain elements for additional negotiations. Based on the agreement a set of new acts
were drafted and approved end May 1999. The major act is the "Electricity Act". Another
important act was the "Act on CO2 Quotas in Electricity Generation".

"The March Agreement" has been followed be three additional political agreements
covering various topics. One - among other elements - gave rise to new acts also on
natural gas and district heating.

MAJOR ELEMENTS OF THE ELECTRICITY ACT

One characteristic feature of the new law is that it focuses on regulatory measures,
basically leaving outside the law the set up of the functioning of the free market. Market
forces and the framework rules of the Transmission System Operators develop the
competitive market.

Market-access is granted stepwise to an increasing number of customers. While the
whole sale market was totally open from the start, retail customers of more than 10 GWh
were granted access from 1 April 2000 and 1 January 2001 over 1 GWh customers
became access. 1 January 2003 all customers will have access to the open market. In
practice, however, the degree of market-opening will be limited by the priority status of
renewable energy and gasfired decentralised CHP stations - today covering around 35
percent of the market. Any customer must take his share of this electricity at regulated
prices. Gradually the priority system, however, will be substituted by a system with "green
certificates" (see below).
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Generating involving power stations of more than 25 MW requires a licence. Building of
new power stations of more than 5 MW requires prior approval from the Danish Energy
Agency. The criteria for approval are not yet formulated. It is expected that coal-fired units
will not be approved, as will be the case for nuclear.

The generators will supply electricity to three separate markets:

• The "normal" international electricity market with genuine competition,
• A market for "green certificates" (see below),
• A priority market at regulated prices.

The "green certificate market" will develop gradually over a period of more than 10 years.
It is now expected that this market will not start until 2003 and it is hoped soon after to
become part of a European "green certificate market". In the fully developed "green
certificate market" the physical electricity is supplied to the network at current market
price. In addition the generator gets a "green certificate" which he can sell in a certificate
market. The demand in this market is politically fixed - each consumer is obliged to
purchase a certain number of certificates.

According to the law a number of transitional rules only gradually moves renewable
electricity from the "priority market" into the "green certificate market". In addition, during
a period of some years the renewable electricity will be supplied to the network at
regulated prices - not at market prices - even if it is granted "green certificates".

"The priority market" dates back to 1998. Electricity with priority - renewables and
gasfired decentralised CHP-stations - must be purchased by the grid-owner at regulated
prices. The electricity is resold to all consumers, each consumer being obliged to take his
relative share at the regulated prices.

Yet another restriction to the free generation market stems from the major share of CHP
in the Danish electricity system. The CHP generators may not use the heat market as a
"financial buffer" in a tight electricity market. It is still not decided how this aspect of
consumer protection will be accomplished in the longer run.

The fossil fuel fired generators are from 2001 subject to emission-quotas for CO2 in
addition to the existing quotas for SO2 and NOx. Generation in excess of individual
quotas will be "fined" at 40 DKK per tonne CO2 (around 0.035 DKK per KWh at a coal
fired power-station).

Danish energy policy implies very ambitious targets on the renewable share of electricity
generation. From a 10 percent share today a share of 60 percent is planned in 20-30
years. The existing major generators are planned as a major vehicle in this development.
The costs of this are substantial. In addition the above-mentioned system with CO2
quotas weakens their competitive situation. This collides with the weak financial status of
Danish generators (who have never been allowed to accumulate profits) and the current
very tight North European power market. Major economic problems could be envisaged.
Consequently an amendment to the Electricity Act loosens the economic burden on the
generators and at the same time allows the network utilities to transfer specific financial
resources to those generators, which they own.
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Operation of networks - both transmission and distribution - requires a licence. The
activities licensed must be run in a separate company. Building of new transmission lines
of more than 100 kV requires approval by the Danish Energy Agency.

If transmission business is to be disposed of, the state has an option to buy at market
price.

The distribution network utilities, according to the law and the licences, must perform a
number of tasks in addition to traditional network-activities:

• Metering at end use customers,
• Invoicing of all electricity taxes and electricity with priority (see above),
• Purchase electricity with priority at regulated prices,
• Offer free counselling on energy conservation.

The network utilities still operate as monopolies. Lacking competitive forces, an
"incentive-regulation" will ensure high efficiency in operation and investment. The model
for this "incentive-regulation" has been developed over the last two years. Major elements
are taken from the model used in Norway, where the costs of utilities must comply with
certain "income-frames". Costs below the "income-frame" generate profit for investment
and owners.

The setting of the "income-frames" is crucial for the company-economy and -
development. For each year the income frame is subject to a cut reflecting the political
wish to increase efficiency in operation and investments. At present a general "increase
of efficiency rate" of 3 percent p.a. is used. In addition individual rates will be based on
mutual benchmarking of the utilities. The least efficient must increase efficiency the most.
The precise rates are not fixed yet.

The law regulates explicitly the structure of the electricity sector. When splitting the
existing distribution utilities in network utilities and "obligation to supply utilities" (see
below) the network utility must be the parent company. This also goes for the distributors'
ownership of the generating companies. The political idea is to channel dividends paid
into the network utility, with its tightly regulated economy (see above) and with its
compulsory local consumer majority (see below).

According to the Electricity Act the majority of members of the board of the network
utilities must always be appointed by the local consumers (or local municipal
representatives) - irrespective of the ownership of the utility. This is today already the
case for all (or most) distributing utilities due to the ownership structure. But it will make
new ownership structures difficult.

A number of "obligation to supply utilities" must cover the entire geographical area of the
country, offering both franchise customers and market customers who do not want to act
in the free market electricity at reasonable, non-discriminatory prices. The activity
requires a licence.
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In addition to local electricity supply they have to offer additional energy services as third
party financing and more detailed energy counselling. And they are going to purchase
"green certificates" (see above) on behalf of the franchise customers. However, as a main
rule, they are not allowed to act offensively in the market to get new customers for
instance in other supply areas. If a present utility is to act offensively it has to establish a
separate trading company. This requires no licence according to the electricity law and in
general these companies are not regulated but in very few cases by the Electricity Act.
Their activities, first of all, fall within the Competition Act.

A trading company, of course, can also deal with any other activities but the licensed
ones.

While there are no requirements concerning the ownership, structure and influence of
trading companies, one third of the members of the board of the "obligation to supply
utilities" must always be appointed by the local consumers (or local municipal
representatives) - irrespective of the ownership of the utility.

The "obligation to supply utilities" have also been made subject to economic regulation in
order to increase their efficiency. This regulation has not come into force until recently.
The basic idea is that the utilities must buy electricity efficiently in the market and also
have to keep other costs low. Their "profit" (including normal return on capital) will be
dependent on their efficiency. Efficiency in purchase is measured with the Nordpool
Power Exchange prices as a yardstick.

Two system operators have already been established under the "old" Electricity Supply
Act. The reason for having two of these is that the Danish electricity system consists of 2
separate grids without direct interconnection. The western system operator is Eltra and
the eastern Elkraft System. System operation requires a licence. A separate licence is
required for transmission (whole sale electricity transport without supply to end use
customers).

The tasks of the system operators are the same as in most other countries with the
addition of an important co-ordinating function concerning electricity with priority (see
above). A new task of ensuring efficient competition and dealing more actively with
congestion managements has been added recently.

It is interesting that the electricity market Regulator ("Energitilsynet") will first of all deal
with the politically and economically regulatory aspects of the market - those which are
dealt with in the Electricity Act. The functioning of "the free market" is first of all the
responsibility of the normal Competition Authorities, but the exact borderline between the
two institutions is not very clear.

The "Energitilsynet" is composed of independent experts with various professional skills.
They are appointed by the minister of environment and energy. The minister also gives
the framework rules of the regulatory body, but apart from that the regulatory body must
be independent.
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HOW ARE THE ACTORS IN THE MARKET REACTING?

As outlined the regulatory set-up of the law is very detailed and complicated. In addition
many rules were not established until recently- some still missing. This "muddy" situation
to some extend stalled the strategic initiatives of both present and potential actors in the
market for some time. But over the last year or so big changes are taking place.

In accordance with the political wishes many utilities negotiate potential mergers or even
have accomplished them. Trading and "obligation to supply" to a great extend are carried
out in bigger companies (with Danish standards) commonly owned by a number of
network utilities. A number of foreign traders have accessed the market.

The merger wave probably will move fast. 10 network utilities (or even less) in 5 years
(now around 80) is not unrealistic.

An extremely important topic is how the network utilities can react on a tight economic
regulation but by merging. Operational efficiency of the present utilities might be
somewhat increased. The result on employment figures is hard to guess. But already now
employment has been cut down in several utilities and in the big generating companies.
Over the last couple of years employment in the Danish electricity sector has dropped by
20 percent.

The major generating companies have merged into two groups - one west (Elsam) and
one east (Energy E2) - as a result of the political initiative to improve the financial and
economic situation of the generators.

To some extent regional networks - 60 kV and 150 kV - are separated from generators
and distributors and organised in separate utilities.

Trading in the competitive whole sale market and to eligible end use customers is already
done vigorously. Western Denmark since 1 July 1999 has been a separate pricing area in
the electricity exchange of Nordpool. Eastern Denmark joined in October 2000.

CONCLUSION

Denmark has formulated its very own version of the re-regulated electricity market. On
the one hand it takes into consideration specific Danish political goals on energy and
environment as well as the historical background of the sector. On the other hand it tries
to reconcile Danish "rules of the game" with those of its most important trading partners.

The legislation is far from perfect. It is too detailed. But the legislators have dared- to
address several controversial problems instead of just leaving them aside for later
considerations.

The legal basis will be amended continuously - also in the future. But this is a fate we
must face in our present society. Nothing is stable, everything is moving. Any legislation
is "transitional".
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